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            Prof. Dr. Georgi Dimirovski was born in Greece, in village Nestorion – Nestram in Aegean 
Macedonia. Currently, he is a Research Professor (life-time, retired) of Automation & Systems 
Engineering at St. Cyril and St. Methodius University of Skopje, Republic of Macedonia, and also 
a Guest-Professor of Computer Science & Information Technologies at Dogus University of 
Istanbul, Republic of Turkey, as a foreign professor. In his home country, at the School of 
Electrical Engineering & Information Technologies within St. Cyril and St. Methodius University, 
he is authorized alone for the (third) cycle of doctoral studies and for supervising doctoral 
students only. In this capacity, he is responsible for the graduate courses on dynamic graphs 
and complex control systems as well as on switched systems and their control. 
In the year 2015, Dr. Georgi M. Dimirovski was elected an Active Member of the European 
Academy of Sciences in Salzburg, Austria, in the class of Technical Sciences (class VI). And 
before, in the year 2004, he was elected a Foreign Member of the Academy of Engineering 
Sciences in Belgrade, Serbia. 
Currently, Prof. Dr. Dimirovski has is an invited guest-professor on the graduate studies at 
Istanbul Technical University (Aeronautical Engineering), a part-time teaching, since the year 
2004. He has developed there a graduate course especially designed for doctoral and master 
students in Aerospace Science & Engineering focused on selected topics of optimal control 
theory and aerospace applications. Before, during the period 2007-2013, he was also an invited 
guest-professor at Dokuz Eylul University of Izmir (Mechatronics Engineering), a part-time 
teaching too, where he developed graduate courses on fuzzy-system computing and control 
and on sliding-mode control with mechatronic and robotic applications. 
In the year 2011, Georgi M. Dimirovski was awarded honorary ‘Pro Universitas’ Professor of 
Obuda University in Budapest, Hungary.  
He received in 1977 his degree “PhD by Research” in Automatic Control Engineering from the 
University of Bradford in, Bradford, England, UK for his research carried at the then 
Postgraduate School of Control Engineering. He has obtained in 1966 his degree Dipl.-Ing. in 
Electrical Engineering from St. Cyril & St. Methodius University of Skopje, Macedonia, and in the 



year 1974 his degree M.Sc. in Electrical & Electronic Engineering from the University of 
Belgrade, Serbia – then both were within the former S.F.R. of Yugoslavia. As a young engineer, 
after the graduation, Dimirovski first has spent 3 years in the industry before joining the 
academia in 1969 as a junior research and teaching assistant in Engineering Cybernetics at the 
nowadays Faculty-School of Electrical Engineering & Information Technologies (FEIT) of St. Cyril 
& St. Methodius University. Subsequently, in 1974 he was promoted to Assistant Professor, 
then in 1980 to Associate Professor, and then in 1985 he was elected to the rank of Professor. 
Then he was also authorized to establish the Institute of Automation & Systems Engineering 
(IASI) and to found a relevant Laboratory of Automatic Control within this institute. By his own 
will he resigned from being the Head of IASI in the year 2000 and focused on his scientific 
research and international academic co-operation. In this academic status he has reached the 
year of his formal retirement in 2005. 
 


